Remembering:

Frank and Barbara Alderfer
Chuck and Eatha Sommer

Robert R. Anderson
Don and Mary Alice Bickel

Marvin and Gloria Oliver
Sarah Storms

Floyd Geiger
Earl and Elizabeth Gardner

Bob Ferling
Craig and Kathy Leafgreen

Denise Dyson
Sue Ann Carroll

Connie Horner
Joan Moore

Michael Beemer
Jack and Joyce Grimble

Ian Hudson
Jim Moore

Andrew and Amy Smithka
Patty Perkins

Tom and Laura Hunt
Marian Morrison

Bob and Joni Flynn
Doug and Margaret Hedberg

Orval and Mildred James
Don and Martha Morrison

Bill and Nancy Carpenter
Greg and Nancy Morrison

David and Sara James
Susan Zachary

Bruce Johnson
Raymond and Marie Oliver

Jack and Judy Crandall
Marvin and Gloria Oliver

Jerry Kahle
Marty and Pat Miles

John and Brenda Horner & family
Sonny Meyer

Steve Klein
Carole Meyer

Herm and Kitty Haffner
Diana Bennet Collins

Lew Wallace Study Preservation Society
Carole Meyer

Cory Knecht
Maxine and Paul Perkins

Donald Green
Patsy Pattison

Phillip Lanam
Sue Ann Ford

Bill and Ike Linam & family
James Patton

Mary Lou Rewerts
Stan Patton

Mary Lou Rewerts
Steve and Cheryl Sharp

Mary Lou Rewerts
Maxine and Paul Perkins

Larry and Linda Rhoads
Randy Perry

Kevin and Shari McCord
Mary Lou Rewerts

Sylvia Linn
Cole Petty

Ann Skomp
Scott Twyman and Janet Weymer

Pearl Livingston
Pru Phillips

Lowell and Donna Stockdale
Austin and Lucy Brooks

Kim McBee
Brad and Angela Maxwell

Steve and Kelly Dueball
Mark and Karla Vaught

Richard and Shirley McClaine
Ruth, Francis, Jeanne and Chadd Quigg

Greg and Kin Lam & family
Linda Quigg Law

Don and Joan McClellan
Ted and Betty Ratcliff

Mike and Sheila McCormick
Mitch and DeDe Groves

Mike McCord
Jordan Reed

Josh Carrington
Dennis and Lisa Gentry

Bob and Bernice McCormick
Terry and Paula Reed

Mike and Sheila McCormick
Ernie and Diana Rhoads

Amy McCraner
Wilbur Rice

Judy McCraner
Patty Perkins

Paul McKinney
Clyde and Sallie Rogers

Austin and Lucy Brooks
Bob and Nancy Rogers

Ron Melvin
Wayne Rush

Darin and Paula Huson
Chad and Courtnay Buckles

Scott Sommer
Vicki Rush

Carole Meyer
Warren and Cecilia Rush

Diana Bennett Collins
Ted and Leatha Scott

John and Betty Cullsey
Bill and Cheryl Leech

Sonny Meyer
John Skomp

Mac and Gloria Petty
The Skomp/Blackwell family

Betty Miles
Clara Smith

Randall and Pat Miles
Dave and Donna Church

Claudia Milligan
Cynthia Sommer

Susan Rosen
Charles and Eatha Sommer
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Donations were given to the Montgomery County Community Foundation during December 2019 in tribute of the individuals listed below (in bold).